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In humans, vocal turn-taking is a ubiquitous form of social interaction. It is a

communication system that exhibits the properties of a dynamical system: two

individuals become coupled to each other via acoustic exchanges and

mutually affect each other. Human turn-taking develops during the first

year of life. We investigated the development of vocal turn-taking in infant

marmoset monkeys, a New World species whose adult vocal behaviour exhi-

bits the same universal features of human turn-taking. We find that marmoset

infants undergo the same trajectoryof change for vocal turn-taking as humans,

and do so during the same life-history stage. Our data show that turn-taking

by marmoset infants depends on the development of self-monitoring, and

that contingent parental calls elicit more mature-sounding calls from infants.

As in humans, there was no evidence that parental feedback affects the rate

of turn-taking maturation. We conclude that vocal turn-taking by marmoset

monkeys and humans is an instance of convergent evolution, possibly as a

result of pressures on both species to adopt a cooperative breeding strategy

and increase volubility.
1. Introduction
Social interactions consist of the coupling between two individuals. This coup-

ling represents an autonomous, self-sustaining organization whereby the

individuals mutually affect each other [1–3], and, in essence, the coupling

takes on a life of its own [3,4]. The bulk of our social interactions take the

form of conversations and these are mediated by a turn-taking system. This

system is largely universal (present in every language system studied thus

far) and organizes speech exchanges efficiently: individuals minimize overlap-

ping the other speaker (by avoiding simultaneous talk) and keep gaps between

utterances short [5,6].

The central importance of vocal turn-taking in everyday social interactions

and its universality across languages begs the question of both its developmental

and evolutionary origins. Developmentally, the ability to participate in shared

discourse is fundamental to the establishment of carer–infant bonding. This abil-

ity, however, is not present at birth but rather emerges during the first year of life.

During the first months of early postnatal life, infant vocal interactionswith carers

aremarked by frequent overlaps [7–9]; turn-takingwithminimal overlaps is only

achieved by approximately 8–12months of age [8–11]. Importantly, the develop-

ment of vocal turn-taking not only serves to establish social bonds, but also

facilitates the development of more adult-like vocalizations in infants [12–15].

It is also noteworthy that, in spite of carer influences on infant vocal acoustics,

there is no evidence that the development of turn-taking itself is influenced by

greater or lesser rates of responses from carers.

How such a developmental system for vocal turn-taking evolved is an impor-

tant question, as turn-taking may very well be the foundation of more complex

linguistics skills [16,17]. Because brains and behaviours do not fossilize, an
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understanding of the origins of turn-taking must resort to the

comparative method. This approach compares the species-

typical behaviours of extant primates and humans. With any

behaviour that two closely related species share, it can be

inferred that their last common ancestor also exhibited that be-

haviour. In this manner, the comparative method can uncover

the turn-taking capacities of extinct ancestors and identify be-

havioural homologies or products of convergent evolution.

However, we must also consider that turn-taking is not only

the product of phylogenetic processes, but also ontogenetic

ones. As evolution acts on developmental processes to produce

adult phenotypes, it is only by comparing developmental tra-

jectories that one can reliably infer similarities or differences

across species [18–20]. Importantly, this approach also estab-

lishes which non-human species can act as the most effective

model systems for human communication and its disorders.

To date, there is no evidence that apes or other Old World

primates exhibit vocal turn-taking (beyond call-and-response

behaviour) [16] or that the acoustic properties of their vocaliza-

tions change to any great degree during infancy or later [21].

Thus, there appears to be no extant primate species that

exhibit homologies to human vocal turn-taking and vocal

development more generally. For this reason, we have been

using marmoset monkeys—a New World species (Callithrix
jacchus)—to test the hypotheses that vocal turn-taking poten-

tially evolved much earlier than gestural communication in

apes, that it does not require ape- or human-specific cognitive

capacities or encephalization [16], and that it represents an

instance of convergent evolution. We have found that marmo-

sets have a complex system of vocal communication that

includes vocal turn-taking—the repeated exchanges of vocali-

zations between any two individuals for an extended period

of time (that is, not simply a call-and-response behaviour

among mates or competitors) [16,22,23]. This turn-taking

behaviour has the same universal features of human conversa-

tional turn-taking (albeit on a different timescale) and exhibits

features of a coupled oscillator system [22]. Moreover, marmo-

sets exchange these vocalizations in a cooperative manner,

adjusting the amplitude of their voice depending on the

distance between individuals [24]. Developmentally, marmo-

set monkeys also go through a babbling stage [25,26], and

the maturation rate of infant vocalizations is influenced by

feedback from parents [26]. In this study, we investigated

how turn-taking develops in infant marmoset monkeys by

measuring their interactions with parents over their first two

months of postnatal life. We find that vocal turn-taking devel-

opment in marmoset monkeys is strikingly similar to that of

humans in a number of ways.
2. Results
We recorded vocalizations produced by 10 infantmarmosets in

a directed context where infants have auditory, but not visual,

contact with either their mother or father (figure 1a). Two

adults placed in this directed context will routinely exchange

contact ‘phee’ vocalizations with one another and abide the

‘no-overlap’ rule of turn-taking [22]. In this experimental

context, we could thus test if marmoset infants were born

with this ability or if, like human infants, it develops over the

course of postnatal life. We sampled infant vocal interactions

with parents (figure 1b) during their first two postnatal

months, approximately twice weekly, starting on postnatal
day 1 (P1) [26]. Such early and dense sampling is necessary

to accurately capture developmental changes in marmosets

during this period, as marmoset monkeys develop appro-

ximately 12 times faster than humans [27,28]. For example, a

one-month old marmoset infant is equivalent to a 1-year old

human infant in terms of physical development.

(a) Infant turn-taking develops during the postnatal
period

Figure 1c shows that the probability that an infant call over-

laps an adult call is approximately 25% at P1 and decreases

to approximately 15% after two months ( p , 0.001, t-test
for the significance of slope of robust linear regression).

One possibility is that it is a simple consequence of a decrease

in the rate of call production. If marmoset infants produce

fewer calls as they get older, then it could lead to a decrease

in overlap. To take this possibility into account, we calcu-

lated, using resampling, the expected probability to overlap

by chance. To make this calculation, we randomized the

timing of both infant and parent vocalizations in each session,

and then calculated the probability of infant call overlap.

Throughout the first 2 postnatal months, the probability to

overlap is smaller than the expected probability due to

decreasing call rates (figure 1c, dashed black line). Thus,

infants actively avoid interrupting parental calls as they get

older. However, the decrease in overlap follows the general

trend of the decrease in the expected probability to overlap

by chance. This shows that the probability to overlap is

partly dependent on the rate of call production.

To account for the changing call rates over development,

we calculated the strength of overlap avoidance (figure 1d ).
This is the proportion of the expected overlaps that would

happen by chance that is avoided by the infant ([probability

to overlap2 expected probability]/[expected probability]).

The strength of avoidance is significantly different from

zero throughout development (figure 1d, shaded grey

region indicates the significance level at 5%), and its value

is approximately 20.4 during the first month and becomes

20.6 during the second month. This result suggests that the

infant actively avoids overlaps approximately 40% of the

time in the first month and approximately 60% of the time

after the first month (figure 1e).

(b) Self-monitoring: infants gradually get better
at recognizing their own calls

We now address the mechanism by which infants avoid over-

lapping their calls with their parents’ calls. One possibility is

that when an infant hears a parental call, it resets its call

timing so that the interval between the parental call and

infant response will be the same as the interval between the

infant’s own spontaneous calls (without parental calls in-

between; figure 2a). Such resetting of the call timing would

imply that the infant treats the calls it hears from its parents

in the same way as its own calls. This would indicate that the

infant does not have a well-developed self-monitoring

capacity—it cannot distinguish its own call from another’s.

An alternative hypothesis is that when an infant hears a

parental call, it responds within an interval that is shorter

than the interval between spontaneous calls (figure 2b), simi-

lar to what happens between adult marmosets [22]. In this

case, the infant is treating the calls produced by the parent
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Figure 1. Infant marmosets gradually avoid overlaps over the first two months of life. (a) Schematic of the experimental set-up. (b) Spectrogram showing an
example of vocal interaction between infant and parent marmosets. Warmer colours indicate larger power. The blue rectangle indicates the time segment
with a parental call and the purple rectangles indicate time segments with infant calls. (c) Development of the probability that an infant call overlaps with
an adult call (number of overlaps divided by total number of parental calls). The red line indicates the average probability to overlap and the red shaded
region indicates the 95% confidence interval. The black dotted line represents the expected probability of overlap by chance. The grey shaded region represents
the 95% confidence interval for the expected probability. (d ) Development of the strength of overlap avoidance. The red line indicates the average strength of
overlap avoidance and the red shaded region indicates the 95% confidence interval. The grey-shaded region indicates the significance at 5% level for the null
hypothesis of equality between the data and the expected probability. (e) Illustration of the possible mechanism of overlap avoidance. Infant calls are produced
according to the spontaneous vocalization dynamics until the occurrence of an overlap.
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differently from its own calls and is thus producing a vocal

response, indicating the presence of self-monitoring. To test

both hypotheses, we measured the average spontaneous and

parent—infant call intervals. The spontaneous (orange) and

parent–infant (green) inter-call intervals are statistically indis-

tinguishable until P17 and then gradually become significantly

distinct (figure 2b; 95% confidence intervals). To better visual-

ize this developmental change, we plotted the difference

between the call intervals (black line) and its 95% confidence

interval (shaded grey; figure 2c). This result indicates that

infant marmoset’s self-monitoring capabilities develop gradu-

ally, allowing it to distinguish its own call from the calls

produced by its parents.
(c) Interactions between infants and parents
are reciprocal

In order to establish vocal turn-taking and, more generally,

social interaction, it is necessary that both infants and adults

engage in vocal exchanges [1–3]. We used Granger causality

to infer if the dynamics of infant vocalizations help predict

the dynamics of parental vocalizations (or vice versa;

figure 3a). In essence, wemeasured howwell parental vocaliza-

tions can be predicted by considering both infant and parental

vocalizations versus considering only the parent’s own past

vocal behaviour. Better prediction of parental vocalizations

by including infant vocal behaviourwould indicate that infants
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influence parents’ vocal output. The same can be measured for

parental influences on infant vocalizations. Better predictions

result in larger absolute values of the interaction strength. Our

data show that infants vocally interact with parents weakly in

the first few days (not significantly different from zero;

figure 3b, purple line) but gradually engage over the course of

the month (p, 0.001, t-test for the slope of the robust

regression). They then stabilize at a value similar to the inter-

action strength of their parents (p¼ 0.130, t-test for the slope

of the robust regression). The parental effect is constant through

development (p¼ 0.485, t-test for the coefficient of the robust

regression). This result shows that infants gradually engage in

vocal turn-taking during the first month of the postnatal

period, but that parents are stable in their behaviour.

(d) Infants change acoustic parameters of their calls
following parental calls

We measured whether marmoset infants also change the

acoustic characteristics of their calls following a vocal

response from their parent. We calculated two main acoustic

parameters: Wiener entropy and call duration [26,29]. Wiener

entropy values that are close to zero indicate immature sound
calls, while more negative values indicate more adult-like

calls. More mature calls typically have lower entropies and

longer durations [26]. For each infant and postnatal day, we

calculated the distribution of entropy and duration of calls

produced within 5 s before the parental call and 5 s after

the parental call. The 5 s intervals before and after the

parental call were chosen to match the approximately 10 s

periodicity of call production in adult marmosets [22].

Using a probability distribution plot, figure 4a shows exem-

plars of the entropy and duration for P3, P12 and P24 of a

single marmoset infant’s calls. As the infant gets older, the

entropy becomes lower and the duration becomes longer

after the infant hears a parental call. For all infants together,

we calculated theweighted average of the entropy and duration

produced before the parental call onset and after parental call

offset. Figure 4b shows that, throughout development, the

entropy of calls produced after the parental call (green) is

lower than the entropy of calls produced before the parental

call (yellow). Figure 4d shows that call durations are longer

after parental calls throughout development. To quantify

these changes, we calculated entropy and duration change indi-

ces and their 95% confidence intervals (figure 4c,e). The positive
entropy change index indicates that the entropy after the
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parental call is lower than the entropy before (i.e. the call is more

adult-like in its spectral properties). The positive duration

change index indicates that the duration of an infant call

produced after a parental call is longer than one produced

before. Figure 4c,e shows that the infant calls produced after a

parental call are more adult-like, with lower entropy and

longer duration.

Two possible explanations exist as to why the infant calls

are more adult-like after the infant hears a parental call. One

possibility is that infants are trying to imitate parent calls,

and the other possibility is that parental calls are contingent

upon the dynamics of the acoustic change in infant calls (i.e.

certain infant call features trigger parental responses). If the

infant is trying to imitate the parental call, then the parental

call should evoke more mature-sounding vocalizations, irre-

spective of the infant’s vocal acoustics (figure 5a). If the

parents are producing vocalizations contingently to the

dynamics of acoustic features in infant calls, then the infant

and parental calls should have a temporal relationship. Such

a dynamic relationship could be established if two features

were present: (i) acoustic changes in infant calls exhibit a tem-

poral regularity; and (ii) the parental calls entrain to a specific

phase of this regularity (figure 5a). To test both hypotheses, we

calculated the power spectrum of the acoustic features of infant

calls and the phase at which the parents produced their voca-

lizations. Consistent with the contingent call hypothesis, the

Wiener entropy and duration of infant calls showed a period-

icity at approximately 0.1 Hz (figure 5b), and there was a

clear concentration of parental responses at the phase of

approximately 2308 for entropy changes (figure 5c). Thus,

parents tend to produce their vocal responses when they hear

infant calls that are at the transition point from less to more

adult-like (i.e. from high entropy calls to low entropy calls).
This is consistent with the result in figure 4b, where the infants

produce more adult-like calls after hearing parental calls. We

also observed that the parental calls were produced at approxi-

mately 458 of the phase of infant call durations (figure 5d), i.e.
between the transitions from short-duration to longer-duration

calls. This is consistent with figure 4d, where the infants

produce longer adult-like calls after listening to parental calls.

(e) Does parental feedback influence the rate of infant
turn-taking development?

While contingent parental responsiveness may shape the

acoustic structure of infant calls in both human infants

[13,30,31] and marmoset infants [26], there is no evidence

in human infants that the rate of vocal turn-taking develop-

ment is facilitated by parental responsiveness. Yet Miller

and colleagues recently claimed that juvenile marmosets

learn how to take turns from their parents [32]. Their study,

however, did not directly test the role of parental feedback

on infant vocal turn-taking behaviour. To do so, one must

compare the rate of contingent parental calls with how

quickly each infant decreases the number of their overlapping

calls. We tested this hypothesis using marmoset infants at the

correct life-history stage for comparison with humans and

found no evidence that the rate of contingent calls by parents

influences the development of vocal turn-taking (figure 6;

Spearman r ¼ 20.382, p-value ¼ 0.279).
3. Discussion
Vocal turn-taking is a ubiquitous form of social interaction

in our lives. It is a communication system that exhibits the
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properties of a dynamical system: two individuals become

coupled to each other via acoustic exchanges, mutually affect

each other (e.g. phase locking and entrainment), and thereby

produce an autonomous, self-sustaining organization [1–4].

In humans, vocal turn-taking develops during the first year

of life [7–11]. In the first postnatal months, infants frequently

overlap their vocalizations with their parents’ utterances.

By approximately nine months of age, they can engage in

proto-conversations with adult-like turn-taking dynamics. In

this study, we investigated the development of vocal turn-

taking in marmoset monkeys. Turn-taking in adult marmosets

has the same universal features of human conversational turn-

taking (albeit on a different timescale) and exhibits the essential

features of a coupled oscillator system [22].

We tested marmoset infants in a directed context in which

they could vocally interact with their parents, starting on post-

natal day 1. We sampled densely thereafter until they were two

months of age. Because marmoset monkeys develop 12 times

faster than humans [27,28], this time interval represents the

equivalent of the first 2 years of human postnatal life. We

found that early in postnatal life, marmoset infants overlap

their vocalizations with their parents about 25% of the time, an

overlap probability consistent with what is observed in human
3-month-olds [9]. This overlap probability decreases to about

15% in marmoset infants by the time they are two months of

age, also consistent with what is observed in the near age-

equivalent human infant (18-month-olds; [9]). Adult marmosets

rarely overlap their vocalizations [22]. Thus, the fact that turn-

taking is still developing at two months of age in marmosets is

analogous to the way that human infants at 18 months of age

still exhibit immature vocal interaction dynamics. We also

showed that the amount of observed vocalization overlap is

larger than what is expected by chance early in postnatal life,

similar to what was observed in 13–15-week-old human infants

[33]. Thus, marmoset infants undergo the same developmental

trajectory for vocal turn-taking as humans, and do so during

the same life-history stage.

During the changes in vocal turn-taking by infants, it is

important to know whether or not infants, parents or both

are changing their interactive behaviour. Using Granger

causality measures, we found that infants only weakly inter-

act with parents in the first postnatal week but gradually

engage more over the course of first month. Parents, however,

do not change how they interact with their infant; their vocal

behaviour remains steady over time. This, too, is consistent

with what is observed in human infant–parent vocal
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interactions [9]. Mechanistically, our data suggest that the

lack of robust interactions with parents early in life may be

because the neural system of self-monitoring is not fully

developed [34]. We tested this by measuring the interval

between the infants’ spontaneous calls and the interval
between parent and infant calls. In the first two postnatal

weeks, the intervals between spontaneous infant calls and

parent–infant calls were statistically indistinguishable;

infants seem unable to distinguish their own calls from

their parents’ calls at this early stage. Thus, infant marmosets’
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self-monitoring capabilities develop in the first months of

postnatal life, allowing the infants to better participate

in vocal turn-taking. That vocal self-monitoring must develop

is consistent with data from a study of speech self-regulation

in human children [35].

The system of vocal turn-taking between infants and

parents is one in which parental responses are contingent

upon infant vocalizations. This provides an opportunity

for the infant to learn from the parents how to take turns

during a vocal exchange. Although it is an intriguing possi-

bility, as far as we know, there is no evidence that parental

feedback influences infant turn-taking behaviour in humans.

However, such an influence was recently claimed to occur in

4–12-month-old juvenile marmoset monkeys (age-equivalent

of a 4–12-year-old human) [32]. The claim was based on the

finding that parents responded differently to juvenile calls

that overlapped parental calls compared to calls that did

not overlap. This result was interpreted as evidence that

parents were giving reinforcement signals to the juvenile

marmosets when the juveniles produced calls without over-

laps [32]. If this hypothesis was correct, the amount of

contingent parental responses should be correlated with

the rate of turn-taking development, so that infants with

more responsive parents will learn to turn take faster. We

directly tested this possibility of parental influences on

turn-taking development and found no relationship between

the maturation rate of vocal turn-taking and overall

frequency of contingent parental responses. Another possi-

bility for learning in this infant–parent vocal system is that

contingent parental responses influence infant vocal acous-

tics. Studies of naturalistic human infant–parent

interactions [12–15], as well as experimental studies

[30,31], reveal that contingent parental responses influence

the acoustic structure of subsequent infant vocalizations,

making them sound more mature (i.e. speech-like). Along

similar lines, the maturation rate of marmoset infant vocali-

zations is influenced by contingent feedback from parents

[26]. The real-time basis for that influence was revealed in

the current study: Subsequent to their parents’ vocalizations,

marmoset infants increasingly produce longer and more

tonal (low entropy) calls over the course of development.
This is yet another parallel with human vocal turn-taking

development, and consistent with the many ways infants

can learn from parents beyond imitation [36].

The similarities between the developmental trajectories of

vocal turn-taking in humans and marmoset monkeys are

striking both in their form and timing (after accounting for

the relative rapidity of marmoset development compared to

humans). Based on these findings, what can we conclude

with regard to how such a developmental system for vocal

turn-taking evolved [16,17]? Typically, with any behaviour

that two closely related species share, it can be inferred that

their last common ancestor also exhibited that behaviour.

Marmoset monkeys are not very closely related to humans,

especially when compared to Old World primates, like chim-

panzees or macaque monkeys. If there was evidence that

these other primates exhibited vocal turn-taking, then one

could conclude that the ancestral species to both marmosets

(and other New World monkeys) and Old World primates

(including humans) had a turn-taking capacity. However,

there is no such evidence to date. Despite suggestions to the

contrary [17], call-and-response behaviours are not the same

as turn-taking; they do not exhibit the ‘coupled’ nature of

true social interactions observed in marmosets [22], and in

human interactions more generally [1–4]. Thus, we conclude

that vocal turn-taking bymarmosets and humans is an instance

of convergent evolution, possibly as a result of pressures on

both species to adopt a cooperative breeding strategy, and per-

haps through the activation of a shared (homologous) neuronal

network [16,37].

Cooperative breeding is a prosocial behaviour found only

in approximately 3% of mammals [38]. Among primates,

only humans and callitrichids (the primate taxon that includes

marmosets) are known to exhibit this strategy [37,38]. Coopera-

tive breeding occurs when the rearing of infants is greatly

reliant on a concerted effort among the breeding female, breed-

ingmale, non-breeding siblings and occasionally other familiar

but unrelated group members [38,39]. In contrast to other

monkeys, marmoset carers actively and frequently provision

food for offspring, and compete with each other for the

opportunity to carry offspring [39–42]. This cooperative breed-

ing framework, in which non-parents within a social group

spontaneously care for offspring other than their own, has

been argued to drive human cognition [37]. Vocal turn-

taking and its development may be a specific instance within

the suite of prosocial behaviours exhibited by humans and

marmosets.
4. Material and methods
(a) Subjects
The data analysed in this work is a subset of the dataset that was

previously published [26]. The subjects used in the study were

10 infants and 6 adults (3 male–female pairs, more than 2 years

old), captive common marmosets (Callithrix jacchus) housed at

Princeton University. The colony room ismaintained at a tempera-

ture of approximately 278C and 50–60% relative humidity, with a

12 L : 12 D light cycle. Marmosets live in family groups; all were

born in captivity. They had ad libitum access to water and were

fed daily with standard commercial chow supplemented with

fruits and vegetables. Additional treats (peanuts, cereal, dried

fruits and marshmallows) were used prior to each session to

transfer the animals from their home-cage into a transfer cage.
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(b) Experimental set-up
Beginning on their first postnatal day, we recorded the vocaliza-

tions of marmoset monkey infants in two different contexts:

undirected (i.e. social isolation) and directed (with auditory,

but not visual, contact with their mother or father). Only the

directed context data were used in this work. The details of the

full experiment are described in Takahashi et al. [26]. Here, we

will describe only the directed-context experiment. Early in life,

parents always carry infants. Thus, the parent carrying the

infant(s) was first lured from the home cage into a transfer

cage using treats. The infant marmoset was then gently separated

from the adult and taken to the experiment room where it was

placed in a second transfer cage on a flat piece of foam. The

adult was brought to the room after the infant. During this set-

up procedure and throughout the experiment, an opaque curtain

prevented the infant and the parent from having visual contact.

The directed experiment lasted for 10–15 min. For the data

analysis, we used the first 10 min of recording for each session.

The order of which parent participated in the interaction was

counterbalanced. The vocalizations we observed were identical

in type to those produced during natural separation from parents

(e.g. when parents push them off or when they transfer them to

the other parent for carrying or feeding). The cage rested on a

table (0.66 m in height) in one of two opposing corners of the

room. The testing corner was counterbalanced across sessions.

A speaker was placed at a third corner equidistant from both

testing corners and pink noise (amplitude decaying inversely

proportional to frequency) was broadcast at approximately

45 dB (at 0.88 m from the speaker) in order to mask occasional

noises produced outside the testing room. A digital recorder

(ZOOM H4n Handy Recorder) was placed directly in front of

the transfer cages at a distance of 0.76 m. Audio signals were

acquired at a sampling frequency of 96 kHz. The order of the

infant testing was also counterbalanced, so that if two infants

were recorded in the same day, the order in which the infants

were recorded next time was switched. A second digital recorder

(ZOOM H4n Handy Recorder) was placed directly in front of the

parent at a distance of 0.76 m from the transfer cage. For this

work, we included data recorded until postnatal day 60. The

number of directed experiments for each infant was 17, 13, 13,

18, 24, 24, 20, 20, 21, 22 (192 sessions). The mean number of

recorded sessions per week was 22.375+1.845 (mean+ s.d.).
(c) Detection of syllables
To determine the onset and offset of a syllable, a custom-made

MATLABw routine automatically detected the onset and offset

of any signal that differed from the background noise in a

specific frequency range. To detect the differences, we first band-

pass filtered the entire recording signal between 6 and 10 kHz.

This corresponds to the dominant frequency of marmoset calls,

i.e. the frequency with the highest power, which is not necess-

arily the fundamental frequency (F0), i.e. the lowest frequency

of the periodic components of the sound. Second, we resampled

the signal to 1 kHz sampling rate, applied the Hilbert transform

and calculated the absolute value to obtain the amplitude envel-

ope of the signal. The amplitude envelope was further low-pass

filtered to 50 Hz. A segment of the recording without any voca-

lizations (silent) was chosen as a comparison baseline. The 99th

percentile of the amplitude value in the silent period was used

as the detection threshold. Sounds with an amplitude envelope

higher than the threshold were considered a possible vocaliza-

tion. Finally, to ensure that sounds other than call syllables

were not included, a researcher verified whether each detected

sound was a vocalization or not, based on the spectrogram. To

distinguish the identity of the caller for each vocalization, we

used the difference in sound level of the same call recorded in

both microphones.
(d) Quantification of acoustic parameters
After detecting the onset and offset of syllables, a custom-made

MATLABw routine calculated the duration and Wiener entropy of

each syllable. The duration of a syllable is the difference between

the offset and onset time of the vocalization detected by our

custom-made program. The Wiener entropy is the logarithm of

the ratio between the geometric and arithmetic means of the

values of the power spectrum for different frequencies [29]. The

Wiener entropy is a non-positive number and represents the broad-

bandproperties of the signal’s power spectrum.The closer the signal

is towhitenoise, thehigher (closer to zero) theWienerentropyvalue.
(e) Classification of type of syllables
Each automatically detected syllable was manually classified as

phee, phee-cry, subharmonic-phee, cry, twitter, trill and trill-phee

based on the spectro-temporal profile measured by the

spectrogram. To ensure the validity of our classification procedure,

10 sessions chosen at random were classified by two different indi-

viduals and compared. The classification matched in more than

99.9% of the calls. The seven call types show very distinct spectro-

temporal profiles and can be easily classified by eye [43,44]. Briefly,

the phee is a tone-like, long call with F0 at around 7–10 kHz; the

twitter is a short, upward FM sweep; the trill is defined by sinusoi-

dal-like FM throughout the entire call; the cry is a broad-band call,

with F0 around 600 Hz; the phee-cry is a combination of the phee

and cry in any order, with each component lasting at least 50 ms;

the trill-phee is a combination of the trill and phee in any order,

with each component lasting at least 50 ms. A subharmonic-phee

is similar to a phee, but has a strong harmonic component around

3.5–5 kHz.We classified a call as a subharmonic-phee if the harmo-

nic component around 3.5–5 kHzwasvisible in the spectrogram for

at least 50 ms. We defined a whole (i.e. multisyllabic) call as any

uninterrupted sequence of utterances of the same type separated

(previous offset to next onset) by less than 500 ms for infant calls

[26] and less than 1000 ms for adult calls [22]. The acoustic par-

ameter of a whole call is the average of the acoustic parameters of

each syllable in the call.
( f ) Observed and expected probability to overlap
An infant call was considered to overlap an adult call if the onset

of the infant call was between the onset and offset of the adult

call. The probability that infant calls overlapped parental calls

was calculated as the ratio between the number of infant

calls overlapping parental calls divided by the total number of

parental calls in a session. To verify whether the decrease in the

proportion of overlapped calls was significant, we fitted a robust

linear regression to the probability that infant calls overlapped par-

ental calls during development (MATLABw robustfit). The robust

linear regression was used because it is more robust against

deviation of the assumptions necessary for the validity of ordinary

linear regression like the homoscedasticity of the data. A cubic

spline was fitted to the overlap probability of each infant using

the MATLABw csaps function. The average of the curves for all

infants represents the population average curve. We used a boot-

strap method to calculate a 95% confidence interval for the

population average curve. We calculated the expected probability

to overlap by chance using a permutation procedure. For each ses-

sion, the duration and interval between calls for the infant and

adult was randomly resampledwith replacement, and a permuted

sequencewas built. Then the probability for the infant call to over-

lap an adult call was calculated for the permuted sequences. A

cubic spline was fitted using csaps, and the population average

was calculated. We repeated this procedure 1000 times and calcu-

lated the 2.5, 50 and 97.5 percentiles. The 50 percentile curve

represented the expected probability to overlap. To obtain the

strength of overlap avoidance, we calculated the difference between
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the observed and expected probability to overlap, and divided by

the expected probability. The confidence interval was calculated

using the bootstrap procedure. The significance region at 5% was

obtained by calculating the difference between the median and the

2.5 and 97.5 percentile values for expected probability to overlap.

(g) Spontaneous and alternating inter-call intervals
We calculated the spontaneous inter-call interval for infant calls,

which is the interval between the onset of an infant call and the

offset of the preceding infant call, without an interruption by an

adult call. We calculated the average for each session and then

fitted acubic spline usingMATLABw csaps for each infant. The aver-

age of the curves represented the population values. We used a

bootstrap method to calculate a 95% confidence interval for the

population average curves. We also calculated the parent–infant

inter-call interval, which is the interval between the offset of an

infant call and the onset of the preceding adult call without an

interruption from another call. The population curve and the 95%

confidence intervals were obtained in the same way as for the

spontaneous inter-call intervals. The difference between spon-

taneous and parent–infant inter-call intervals was calculated

using the difference between the respective cubic spline fits. The

95%confidence intervalwas calculatedusinga bootstrapprocedure.

(h) Granger causality
We calculated the Granger causality between the onsets of

syllables. Because this method allows us to model the dynamical

properties of call production, naturally taking into account

the relation between syllables and calls, it was not necessary to

combine syllables. The result using the offset of syllables was

essentially the same. We adapted a Granger causality method

that was initially developed to make inferences about the

interaction patterns between neurons [45]. Briefly, we fitted a

generalized linear model to model the dynamics of the onset of

syllables. To test whether infants influence parental vocal

dynamics, we compared twomodels: one inwhich the only predic-

tor is the past onset times of parental vocalizations and one that

considers the past onset times of both parental and infant vocaliza-

tions. If the model accounting for both parental and infant

vocalizations is a better fit, we can infer that infants significantly

contribute to vocal interactions with their parents. The difference

in the maximum likelihood of both models reveals the strength

of interaction [45]. We inferred the interaction strength of parent

to infant in the same way. We calculated the strength of the inter-

action for each session and then fitted a cubic spline using

MATLABw csaps for each infant. The average of the curves rep-

resented the population values. We used a bootstrap method to

calculate a 95% confidence interval for the population average

curves. We were interested in the absolute value of the strength

of the interaction, so we calculated the absolute value of those esti-

mates. We fitted a robust linear regression for the interaction

strength from infant to parent between 1–30 postnatal days and

31–60 postnatal days. We also fitted a robust linear regression

for the interaction strength from parent to infant for all sessions.

(i) Acoustic parameter of infant calls before and after
parental call

We used kde2d (MATLABw file exchange #17204 by Zdravko

Botev) to calculate the probability density of the Wiener entropy

and duration of infant calls produced before the onset and after

the offset of adult calls. To calculate the weighted average of the

entropy of infant calls produced before the onset and after the

offset of parental calls, we calculated the sum of the entropy

weighted by the probability of occurrence at each time point

before the onset and after the offset for each session. Only ses-

sions where more than four parental calls were produced were
included in the analysis to allow reliable estimation of the prob-

ability of infant call occurrence (188 sessions). Then we calculated

the entropy change index, which is defined as the difference

between the averages divided by the sum of the averages. For

each infant, we used MATLABw csaps to fit a cubic spline

curve to the weighted average of entropy before the onset and

after the offset of parental calls, and to the entropy change

index. The 95% confidence intervals were obtained by a

bootstrap procedure. We calculated analogously the weighted

average and change index curves for the duration of calls.

( j) Power spectrum of infant call acoustics
To verify whether the Wiener entropy and the duration of infant

calls exhibit intrinsic rhythmicity, we calculated, for each session,

the power spectrum of the sequence of entropy and duration of

infant calls. Because the calls are irregularly spaced, we used

the Lomb–Scargle spectrogram to calculate the power spectrum

of the sequence of Wiener entropy and duration of the calls (fas-

tlomb, MATLABw file exchange #22215 by Christos Saragiotis).

We normalized the power spectrum for each session by dividing

the power spectrum by its maximum value, so that the peak

value is 1. We averaged the power spectrum for all sessions.

To better visualize the shape of the power spectrum, we also

fitted a cubic spline to the average power spectrum using csaps.

(k) Phase of the parental call
To calculate the phase of the infant vocalization dynamics at

which the parents vocalized, for each session we first interp-

olated the sequence of Wiener entropy and duration of infant

calls. We used a cubic spline interpolation using MATLABw

csaps. Then we applied the Hilbert transform to the interpolated

sequences and obtained the angle of the transformation at the

time point where the parent vocalized. For each session, we cal-

culated the probability distribution of the phases (with respect to

the Wiener entropy and duration sequences) at which the parents

vocalized. Then we determined the mode (peak) of the prob-

ability distribution to represent the preferred phase for each

session. To represent the population preference, we plotted the

circular probability density of the preferred phases parental call

production of all sessions and animals. We used circ_ksdensity2

to calculate the circular probability density (MATLABw file

exchange #44072 by Dylan Muir).

(l) Correlation between rate of contingent calls and rate
of change of overlap probability

A parental call was classified as contingent response to an infant

call if the onset of parental call was separated by less than 5 s

from the offset of the infant call and there is no other call between

both calls. For each marmoset, the rate of contingent calls was the

average of the number of contingent calls divided by the dur-

ation of the sessions. To calculate the rate of change of overlap

probability, for each infant we first fitted a cubic spline to the

infant probability of overlapping an adult call. Then we calcu-

lated the average slope of the fitted curve. To test whether the

rate of contingent calls was correlated with the rate of change

of overlap probability, we used a Spearman correlation. We

fitted a robust linear regression between the rate of contingent

call and the rate of change of overlap probability.
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